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deemed by safety as the emergency
evacuation route.

Eventually, responding to a call
from security, Edwards put out the
fire and left. Security guards en
tered the courtyard shortly after
wards and took down the names of
people who were there. It so hap
pened that the city's fire department
had been inspecting another loca
tion on campus at the time of the
fire and then also became interested
in investigating the situation itself.
At the advice of some members of
the security force, however, they
agreed to allow Caltech to deal with
the issue internally.

Still, in the wake of the now infa
mous fire-related deaths in Chicago
and, more recently, Rhode Island,
night clubs, administrators were
highly concerned by fires in places
with obscured exits. The behavior
Ricketts exhibited during initiations
threatened more than those specifi
cally involved in creating and main
taining the fire.

According to Hall Daily, assistant
vice president and director of Gov
emment and Community Relations,
if a spark were to escape the con
fines of the brick courtyard, it could
easily ignite the structures of the
South houses, which contain sig
nificant amounts of wood. Consid
ering Southern California's dry cli
mate, the start of that size of a fire
is potentially dangerous for all of
Caltech, as well as the surrounding
areas of Pasadena.

An ad hoc committee chaired by
Marshak investigated the incident
and decided on a course of action

Continued on Page 2, Column 2

funds from other plmmed buildings,
which is required by the City of
Pasadena as part of the Master Plan.

University of California, San Di
ego, and UC, Los Angeles, both
have similar programs of display
ing a variety of sculptures, though .
at UCLA at least, the sculptures are
permanent. Caltech's program
would be on a smaller scale than
either of these examples; UCLA's
display spans five acres.

Another possibility for the money
is to combine one percent-the
amount from construction costs
Pasadena law sets aside for public
art from large building projects
from several buildings to purchase
a single large project from a well
known artist. Unfortunately, Pasa
dena requires a plan to be submit-

otating rt'Tops
Of Vectors Replacements

By MATTHEW WALKER

Continued on Page 2, Column 1

Three months after Caltech Presi
dent David Baltimore's student
pleasing rejection of the "Vectors"
proposal for public artwork on the
Beckman Lawn, the leading plan to
spend approximately $66,000 man
dated by the city for public artwork
is a rotating exhibit in which works
ofpublic art could be displayed one
at a time for a couple of years.

Most likely, administrators would
calion "up-and-coming artists" to
fill the exhibit, according to gradu
ate student John Bender, the Insti
tuteArt Committee's graduate rep
resentative. Though its location is
yet to be determined, one hope for
the project is that it would generate
enough publicity to induce a fa
mous artist to contribute. The ex
hibit would be maintained using

ways to incorporate the event's tra
ditional concluding fire-impor
tant, they argued, because it would
provide an atmosphere in which
house members could stay and chat
as long as they liked.

Administrators obtained a permit
to have a fire on North Field from
11 p.m. until one a.m., which, they
told Ricketts, was the latest the city
allowed large fires. There was some
sort of miscommunication on this
topic, as later inquiries showed that
permits were easily available that
would've kept the fire alive until
well after that hour. Even without
the added permission, however, the
initiations continued until after two
a.m., at which point some Ricketts
members deemed it necessary to
have a fire in their courtyard.

By this point, some members had
lighted candles in the shape of a
pentagram in the courtyard. The
Ricketts House resident associate,
Jessica Edwards, reminded the
members they were not allowed to
have a fire, further upsetting some.
Shortly after her exit from the court
yard, members started a small fire
in a barrel in the courtyard. Under
the supervision of a few trained
people, with several extinguishers
and a water hose available, the blaze
lasted for a little over an hour, with
approximately half the house at
tending at some point.

During this time, one member
chained shut the doors facing the
Olive Walk possibly in an attempt
to deter security and other un
wanted students. Despite the loss of
one entrance, several remained
available, including the passage

By KAYTE FISCHER

A recent ultimatum by Student
Affairs Vice President Margo
Marshak has left Ricketts members
scrambling for ways to preserve
their fire-centered traditions while
at the same time maintaining safety
amidst heightened safety tensions
among both administrators and city
officials.

Set in motion by a city-mandated
destruction of the fire pot-previ
ously the linchpin of Ricketts' fire
culture-tensions boiled to a head
last week after a fire-related offense
in Ricketts' annual initiation exer
cise led Marshak to issue a firm dec
laration of policy in a February 13
letter. The note both charged the
house $5000 for added security at
its annual Apache inter-house party
and threatened to disband the house
if communal wrongdoing contin
ued.

The fiat came in response to an
alleged fire offense at Ricketts' Feb
ruary 7 initiation for new members.
The recent destruction of the fire
pot left members looking for new

D. KortalThe California Tech

The cast of Twelfth Night kicks off its performance slate for TACIT's final production of the year. The
Shakespearean play sets up multiple relationships complicated by gender confusion.

By JENNY IOFINOVA and
ARTHI SRINIVASAN

Last Friday, after weeks ofintense wreck. Viola finds work as a page
rehearsals, director Shirley to Orsino, who sends her to Olivia
Marneus and the higWy diverse cast with the task of convincing her to
and crew debuted the final TACIT accept his suit. Olivia, however,
production for this academic year, falls in love with Cesario, who is in
William Shakespeare's Twelith fact Viola in disguise, even as Viola
Night. falls in love with Orsino. All the

Twelfth Night is a comedy whose misunderstandings are resolved
theme, in the words ofDana Sadava when Sebastian finds his way to
'03 (Lady Viola), is "a theme of in- Olivia's court.
tense confusion, of being deceived Comic relief is provided by a set
by people and of being in love with of rascals (Doug Smith, Noah
love." In the kingdom of Elyria, a Robinson, Nicholas Rupprecht 'OS,
nobleman named Orsino (Frederick Lisa MacWilliams-Brooks '03 and
Farina) pines for Lady Olivia Karen Kahler) who playa mean
(Lavanya Vasudevan), who is in prank on Malvolio (Steve Collins)
mourning for her deceased brother. by tricking him into believing

Meanwhile, a shipwrecked Viola Olivia is in love with him and even
arrives in Elyria and puts on man's tually managing to confine him to
clothes, calling herself Cesario. a madhouse.
Unbeknownst to her, her twin Traditionally, Shakespearean
brother Sebastian (Adam plays are often transposed into a
Burgasser) also survives the ship- different time period. This produc-

Continued on Page 7, Column 3

SFC AIMS TO Prof. Hering tresses
f\.RTICULATE Water Conservation
CONCER 5'

T CIT's Twelfth ight Marshak Fiat Sparks Outcry in Ricketts
Links Love, Confusion

By SIDDARTH MADHAV

One of the highlights of the
institute's calendar in the spring
term will be the 2003 Student Fac
ulty Conference (SFC) slated for
April 16. The Academics and Re
search Committee (ARC) has
planned the forthcoming SFC as the
largest of its kind and hopes to in
volve as many students and faculty
as possible in the activities leading
up to the conference.

Classes will be suspended from
nine a.m. to four p.m. on the day of
the conference to enable students
and faculty to participate in the con
ference itself as members of vari
ous committees deliver their prog
nosis for what ails student life at
Caltech. This year's edition of the
SFC will be held amid an air of
great expectation due to the enor-

Continued on Page 7, Column 1

D. KortalThe California Tech
Known for his artistic prowess, Electrical Engineering Professor Pietro
Perona leads the committee charged with finding $66,000 worth ofart.
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tute responsible for getting rid of the fire pot,
which, it said, made for "a very hazardous
condition." The document also mandated a
flame-free courtyard except for fires started
by means approved by the city.

Ricketts House agreed to destroy the fire
pot by February 7 and to stop staging fires
until the issues had been resolved. Also, ad
ministrators agreed to help Ricketts pay for
changes to the courtyard and for a legal al
ternative to the fire pot.

In early January, Ricketts had some mas
sive internal conflicts including pending de
cisions.about the destruction of the fire pot.
Eventually, the house decided to tear down
the fire pot as a private event, including the
house and some alumni, but refused offers
for catering and requests by administration
to be present at the event.

Because administrators did not allow them
to hold one last bonfire, the night before the
scheduled demolition, the house took a trip
to the beach and had a bonfire there. While
most of the house was away at this event, a
member ofRicketts attacked the fire pot, par
tially destroying it. This further split the
house, since some members chose to stand
up for the responsible party, despite the fact
that his actions could be construed as van
dalism, a criminal offense. Then delayed,
house members finally destroyed the pot on
January 18.

Between the time of the fire pot's destruc
tion and the February 7 initiations, at least
one illegal fire took place in the courtyard.
In each instance, security took down the
names of the involved members, submitting
them for disciplinary action. Administrators
never punished Ricketts communally,how
ever.

But after Marshak's letter, the threat looms
more clearly than ever. That in mind, Ricketts
is currently working on plans for their court
yard with members of the administration,
hoping to renovate the area before Rotation
next year. They will have to get the ideas ap
proved by the fire marshal before the admin
istration will fund changes.

Meanwhile, ASCIT President Tom Fletcher
'04 is working with administrators to come
to a mutual solution. "Unfortunately, the
administration's course of action was hasty
and has had unintended consequences," he
said. "The discussion of disbanding houses
and charging for security has worried many
students unnecessarily. I've spoken with
Margo Marshak about doing something to
check this fear ... It remains to be seen if [ne
gotiations] will be fruitful."

the administration skirted the issue
in the official letter. Although city of
ficials presently permit use of the an
tiquated south houses primarily
thanks to their historic status, admin
istrators were concerned that in
creased attention might make city of
ficials overturn that decision and
force vacation of the dorms, wreak
ing havoc on the undergraduate in
stitution.

After much discussion, ASCIT and
mc decided upon two courses of ac
tion. The security guard fee would
come from Ricketts' damage fund as
dictated by the administration. As for
h
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t e remammg c arge, eac ouse Stone bricks now grace the grave of Ricketts' ilI
presid~nt would request a donation fated fire pot.
from hIS house towards the fee and
ASCIT would pay the rest. As it turns out, a
Ricketts alumnus donated $3000 during
Apache, relieving ASCIT of the remaining
balance.

Additionally, student leaders decided to
bring up other issues of student concern. The
group thought that if the administration ad
dressed other student life concerns, it would
help to ease the burden of declining student
rights and changes in policy. Issues included
requests to use different fertilizer outside the
undergraduate houses, to prevent faculty from
holding classes during athletics, to keep fi
nals week homework-free and to mandate
that faculty attend the student faculty con
ference.

Marshak expressed interest, but stated her
limits. "It is my intent to make things hap
pen to make undergraduate life better," she
said. "[The requests are] not all under my
jurisdiction, but I will certainly ask others and
try to get things changed."

Additionally, Ricketts House may file for
mal grievances in response to the actions
taken against them and the effects of the pre
cedent on the entire undergraduate popula
tion. Their concerns include the magnitude
and scope of the fee-and its lack of an edu
cational component usually required for dis
ciplinary action-the bypassing of the rout
ing committee, the CRC, the BoC and the
deans, the lack of an end date for the threats
of dispersion or involuntary leave and the
precedent and consequences of threatening
to disband a house.

Said Rodriguez, "The actions taken will
negatively impact students in the future
that's ourprimary concern."

But in reality, Marshak's threats represent
simply the culmination of administrative re
sponse to a crescendo of perceived danger
posed by the house's tradition of fire that first
intensified in 1997, when then-freshman
Roger O'Brient '01 got burned by a fireball.

Since then, the fire pot, the traditional cen
terpiece of the house's fire culture, has with
stood almost constant scrutiny from campus
safety and external law enforcement officials.
Despite criticism, the fire pot has been es
sential in house traditions and culture, includ
ing initiations and Apache.

In November of 2001, administrators or
dered Ricketts to cease having fires. Shortly
after, another decision was made allowing fire
in the presence of a firefighter. The house had
about two fires per term for three terms un
der these conditions without incident.

Still, a fire inspection the following Novem
ber ended in a legal order issued to Caltech
last January 9. This ultimatum held the insti-
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Institute Art Committee chair Pietro Perona heads Caltech's search for a $66,000
to exhibit public artwork to replace the recently rejected "VectID"s" proposal.

the CaltechArt Committee regarding the best
path to take in implementing the City ofPasa
dena requirement to apply one percent of the
Broad Center project cost toward a public art
project."

Now, in a community that in Dr.
Baltimore's own words "cares deeply about
the quality of its environment," it is widely
expected that continued deliberation will be
necessary to produce an outcome that is ac
ceptable to Caltech's varied community.

The head of the Institute Art· Committee,
Electrical Engineering Professor Pietro
Perona, was not available for comment.

Continued/rom Page 1, Column 5

revealed to undergraduates on the Thursday
before last. They agreed to charge Ricketts
$5000 to hire two full-time security guards
for 96 hours, from the Friday before Apache
to the Monday after, in addition to the party's
regularly hired guards.

Though they felt it crucial to keep guards
on hand to deter negative reactions to the ver
dict and to stop potential fires at Apache, ad
ministrators felt that they could not afford the
high fee for guards quoted to them by the
director ofCaltech's security force. Thus, the
cost-sharing was an effort to allow Apache
to continue as normal; otherwise, they felt, it
would have to be cancelled.

"We never saw it as a [me," said Marshak.
"The institute simply cannot afford to pay for
the amount of security recently demanded by
undergraduate behavior."

The same letter threatened Ricketts mem
bers with the possibility of being placed on
involuntary leave or dispersing the house if
other violations of policy were to occur in
the future. Additionally, the Conduct Review
Committee began a separate inquiry into the
event of theI4th

•

According to Marshak, the point of the
threats was to hold Ricketts' members respon
sible and students in control of modifying
their culture to fit the bounds of legality. Al
though it is her last alternative, she further
stated that if highly dangerous actions per
sist, the worst punishment would be to dis
continue Ricketts.

"Living under an honor code also means
taking responsibility for oneself and the
house's behavior," said Marshak. "At some
point the house gets held responsible for in
dividuals' actions."

On February 13, Marshak informed the
house's leadership ofher decision. She prom
ised that a legal document, the letter, would
be available to present to Ricketts, providing
a way to explain the administration's reason
ing. Marshak also met with leaders from the
Interhouse Committee and ASCIT.

After Juan Rodriguez '03, then the house's
president, read the letter, members of the
house were shocked and confused.

Newly elected President Natalia Deligne
'04 remembered, "We felt the actions were
uncalled for and were terrified by the impli
cations. Not everyone even knew the doors
had been locked."

Additionally, the letter made no mention
of the actual event. Not wanting to arouse
further suspicion from the fire department,

CALIFORNIA TECH
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ted within six months, so Caltech would have
to come to a decision quickly to submit a plan
in time.

Other options for the money include do
nating it to some local group dedicated to art
such as the Pasadena Symphony or sponsor
ing some sort of public event such as a con
cert or theatrical production.

Feelings on the possibilities were mixed.
ASCIT President Ted Jou '03 expressed sup
port for the rotating exhibit plan, citing the
breadth it would offer. "I think a rotating ex
hibit would be a great idea," he said. "It has
the potential to expose the campus to many
different kinds ofart and perhaps it might help
us find some sort of large-scale art that we
could agree on in the future."

Bender, however, disagreed. His opinion is
that "this seems like a cop-out to me, because
we're not getting great art or an original idea;
they would be original pieces, but the idea is
not novel and the art would have to be cheap."

Though he further admitted that it is un
likely that a better plan could be implemented
with the meager funds available, Bender
added that "the administration, Ithink, would
like the $60,000 to go away with the least
amount of fuss possible." He would prefer
to see something of which Caltech can be
proud, he said.

Indeed, students' reaction to any potential
artwork is a foremost concern. After vehe
ment student protest, President David Balti
more finally caved to detractors last Novem
ber 15 and announced that Caltech would not
accept Richard Serra's "Vectors" proposal,
which would have cut a lightning-bolt-like
wall down the center of Beckman Lawn. He
called the move "not a judgment about the
quality of the proposal but rather a judgment
about the needs of the campus."

The announcement came to the relief of
many at Caltech, after several months of de
bate. Dr. Baltimore pledged to "consult with

PAKISTANI EX~HEAD
LAUDS DEMOCRACY,
IMPUGNS TERROR

By IRAM PARVEEN-BILAL

Twice elected and both times dismissed
before her reign ended, former Pakistani
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto spoke in the
Pasadena Civic Auditorium this past Wednes
day as part of the Distinguished Speaker Se
ries. Ms. Bhutto spoke mainly on issues of
international terrorism, Pakistan's current
military regime and the accolades ofher reign
in the past.

Starting out with the religion widely mis
understood in the west-Islam-she said,
"There is little in the precepts of Islam that
differs from the Judeo-Christian beliefs. The
word Muslim, inherently means, followers
of Moses, Jesus and Mohammad."

She went on to say that indeed, suspects
like Osama bin Laden and the terrorists who
died in the September 11 attacks were fanat
ics who wanted to thrive inthe "clash of the
civilizations between the west and the Mus
lim world." The mere thought of coexistence
scared them, she said.

It was, however, surprising to note how she
spoke interchangeably of her former
government's oppositions both as "terrorists"
and as a "military regime," suggesting an in
herent connection between the two. "As a
woman, I was their enemy," she reminisced.
"As a democrat, I was their opposite."

She mocked Pakistan's curTent president,
General Pervez Musharraf, and questioned
his intentions of restoring democracy. Al
though she conceded that he made the right
decision to ally with the U.S. in the war on
terrorism, she questioned his legitimacy, dub
bing last October's round ofelections "deeply
flawed" and calling his rule very dangerous
for the future.

"The military rule could make September
11 a horrible prelude to something worse
because it is only democracies that do not
sponsor terrorism," she said.

She further spoke about how the current re
gime in Pakistan was working to destroy the
institutions that she helped to build in her
regime. "The military regime is wrongfully
using the teachings of Islam to bias judicia
ries and to dismantle [non-governmental or
ganizations]."

Watermarks of her regime include her con-

Continued on Page 8, Column 5
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Peace out,
Tom Fletcher

'ToDAY IN CALTECH HISTORY

By TOM FLETCHER

Tom Fletcher
ASCIT President
elect
Marcus Williams
IHC Chair
Michael Davenport
Blacker President
Tom Vanderslice
Fleming President
Eugene Cheung
Page President
Juan Rodriguez
Ricketts President
Jason Schadewald
Ruddock President
Elise Kleeman
IHC Secretary

Writes About Affirmative

Action, Course On

Subject History

• Create a damage/theft
fund for summer students.
Every summer, visiting
students damage the un
dergraduate houses. Valu
able house items are fre
quently stolen. If the sum
mer students paid money
to a damageltheft fund,
that money could be used

to guarantee that the quality of the house is
not permanently damaged during the time in
which the temporary residents are present.

We would like to thank you for your con
sideration, and would like to remind you that
the situation is pressing. The bond of trust
between the students and the administration
has been greatly strained by both parties in
the past, and needs immediate attention. We
have, as you have asked, talked to our fellow
students and presented a list of preliminary
improvements. This is only a starting point.
We trust that you will act to take the next
step.

Sincerely,

TedJou
ASCITPresident
Galen Loram
ASCIT Vice-Presi
dent-elect
Jeremy Pitts
IHC Chair-elect
Jessie Kneeland
Dabney President
Kristen Zortman
Lloyd President
Michael Lammers
Page President-elect
Natalia Deligne
Ricketts President
elect

By J. MORGAN KOUSSER

By enrolling at Caltech, you've chosen to
reside in what is currently perhaps the most
ethnically diverse metropolis in the world,
but to attend the college with the smallest
proportion ofAfrican-Americans and one of
the smallest proportions of Latinos of any
elite university in America. Has it ever oc
curred to you how strange this is?

Have you ever wanted to escape this tiny
intellectual/ethnic enclave for a few hours
each week and find out something about how
people ofdifferent "races" and ethnic groups
have interacted, what sorts of discrimination
each has faced, how intellectual and social
change has occurred, and what the current
conditions and prospects are for the most sig
nificant minority groups in America? If you
have, I have a course for you, History/Social
Science 154b, Race Relations in History and
Social Science.

The vastness and complexity ofthe schol
arly literature on the subject parallels the vast
ness and complexity of the interactions them
selves. Although most of the models and
metaphors in the literature center on black!
white relationships, the surge of immigration
from Mexico, Central America, Cuba, Puerto
Rico, and any number of countries in Asia
since 1960 has reminded scholars and the

on 5, Column 2

TECH PROFESSOR
LENDS INSIGHT:
RACE RELATIONS

"Recently, the situation in

volving Ricketts has cast the

February 18,2003
Dear administrators,

able to give their feedback, by a permanent
mechanism.

• Maintain Houses. Many things in the
Two weeks ago, Vice-President Marshak houses are deteriorating due to age, and of

asked student leaders for suggestions for posi- ten the problems are not fixed because main
tive improvements to life on campus. Re- tenance says "the houses will be tom down
cently, the situation involving Ricketts has soon, it's not worth it for us to fix it." The
cast the administration and student body in houses are not being tom down any time
adversarial roles, as evidenced by the out- soon, and the use of things (showers being
rage in the California Tech ofFeb. 17 and by the most egregious example) is required in
the tone of student conversation on campus. the meantime.
We consider this tum of ----~--..:=:=-===-.....-:..:..-

events to be unfortunate
and not conducive to
progress on the issue we
hold paramount: the im-

provement of student life administration and student
on campus.

In light of this, we are
presenting you this pre- body in adversarial roles. "
liminary list of sugges-
tions for improving Caltech student life. We
wish to emphasize that Caltech has made it
selfunique in the eyes ofprospective students
by offering a different lifestyle that no other
university can offer. It is this lifestyle, far
more than any student-faculty ratio or prom
ise of research, which has attracted the cur
rent Caltech student body. By acting on the
items on this list, we hope to improve and
nurture this student life. We also hope these
actions, when taken by the administration,
can repair the damage in trust between stu
dents and administration that has occurred as
a result of the actions of the last week. Be
yond this, we hope that this letter and your
actions can set a precedent for student-ad
ministration cooperation that adds to the qual
ity and uniqueness of Caltech student life.

• Establish an endowment for each of the
undergraduate houses, using interest from the
Moore Fund. Each house would have a claim
to the interest on $100,000 that they may use
on improving student life within the house.
This solution creates away for student houses
to do more on a local level to improve qual
ity of life. The additional benefit of this is
that projects funded from this money will in
evitably improve the physical condition of
the houses, reversing their decay.

• Have administrative decisions published
in the Tech. Many students are unaware of
administrative actions and the motives behind
such actions. A greater knowledge of such
actions would improve communication on
campus, a boon to both parties.

• Cancel the proposed revision to the dam
age fund. The way that the damage fund cur
rently works is effective for many reasons.
It gives incentive for students to treat the
houses with a great deal of respect and al
lows them to use the money left in the dam
age fund to improve on other aspects oflife.
If this system is revamped as planned, there
will no longer be that incentive to be respect
ful ofhouse belongings and damage will most PROFESSOR OF RACE RELATIONS IN HISTORY
definitely increase.

• Have all of professional bartending costs
be paid for by Student Affairs, and budget
such costs for many years into the future, in
light of changes to the alcohol policy.

• Include student input during the future
restructuring of Student Affairs.

• Act to require attendance of faculty at the
StudentJFaculty Conference. The hard work
of the students in planning the conference is
for naught if there are no ears to hear our
grievances. While this falls out of the pur
view of StudentAffairs, we trust that you can
try to influence the proper parties.

• Lobby the faculty to enforce guidelines
for the following:

- No homework given during midterms
or finals week (unless no midterm or final).

-:- No tests outside of given test period
- Give extensions for house events
- Returning midterms to students before

drop day
- No scheduling of classes during sports.
For the most part, these policies already

exist; they are simply not enforced.
• Use fertilizer near the undergraduate hous

ing that is not noxious. Every time that the
campus is fertilized, students are miserable
while inside their own house due to the ter
rible fumes from the fertilizer. It would be
very simple to select a fertilizer that does not
smell, even if it is only used near the houses,
where students primarily reside.

• Update students on progress ofnew plans
for the student houses and the student activi
ties center. The students previously involved
in these decisions have graduated. Students
afe anxious about the future of campus and
would like to be informed of progress and be

The Califarnla Tech Archives
Liz McLeod is sworn in to her new

pOSiiti(]ln of'ASCIT President in 1974. This
our new BoD officers win be in

stalled.

P.S.: How do you all feel about the title "el
jefe" instead of "president?" Is it worth
amending the bylaws over?

The new ASCIT BoD whom you elected reaching out to the administration to say,
over the previous weeks will be installed on "Trust us. We want to work with you to make
Friday. While none of us have yet officially our lives better." In this little prisoner's di
assumed our roles in ASCIT, many ofus have lemma of Caltech student life, we've made
already started ourjobs. As ASCIT President, the move to trust and cooperate. Ideally, the
I've been meeting with the administration nu- move will be reciprocated.
merous times over the last two weeks to dis- Now, enough about the letter. I figure I've
cuss student issues. Today, I want to open a explained it enough to let you draw your own
discussion forum with all of us, the student conclusions. I do want to mention one excit
body. This column is the first in a weekly ing development in student life that came out
column in the Tech where I keep the student of Housing last week. In a letter to the IHC,
body as informed as I can on the issues I have Housing explained a new "party cosponsor
been working on. Until I can think of some- ship" policy that will give houses $500 for
thing more clever, I've decided to call them Interhouse parties, given some conditions. To
"fireside chats," an homage to Franklin qualify for the $500 cosponsorship, the party
Delano Roosevelt's radio broadcasts during must be cleaned up by the second Monday
the Great Depression that were designed to after the party (about 9-10 days). As I'm sure
educate and assure the American population you've all witnessed, parties have a way of
that the government was working to make lingering in courtyards as ugly decrepit hulks
their lives better. Along for weeks after, to the an-
those lines, I promised, First in a series oif noyance of all parties.
during my campaign, to Now, Housing is
increase transparency in weeklv .columns bv incentivizing (not a word,
ASCIT and to do a better "J .J but one I will use a lot in
job of keeping students in ASCIT president to the coming year thanks to
the know of what is going Prof. Camerer) us to clean
on and what ASCIT is do- the student body to up these parties in a timely
ing for you. This weekly h h manner. In return, we get
"chat" is just the first step run in t e Tee + to throw bigger and cooler
in fulfilling that promise. parties. I'm very pleased

Now, enough with the introduction, I'm by this announcement; I promised in my cam
sure you all get the point. Now, what did I do paign to get more money for House parties
this week? In this issue of the Tech, there is a and events. While this is obviously not
printed copy of a letter drafted by the IHC, ASCIT money (and also not in any way my
Ted Jou, Galen Loram, and myself directed doing), I'm happy to see that I am not the
to the administration. In the wake of the only one that feels strongly about making our
Ricketts incident that I'm sure you've all been parties as fun as possible. To all the houses
talking about, we decided that the trust be- with second and third term parties: I encour
tween the students and the administration had age you to take advantage of this stipend and
been badly hurt by members of both sides. throw an awesome party!
Processes remain underway to bring closure In the future (when I have less news of
to this incident, but as a whole, we (the mc, meetings and such to report), I plan on dis
Ted, Galen and I) felt that we needed to pro- cussing aspects of student life not directly re
vide an opportunity to repair the trust between lated to policies and budgets. Over the week
us. end, I reread an old George Orwell essay

The letter is a list of positive policies that called "What is Science?" It's a three-page
we recommend the administration make all essay that you can read here (http://
due effort to implement. It can be understand- www.kirkwood.cc.ia.uslJaculty/ryostlhist20I/
ably difficult for the administration to ascer- Science/orwe1l1945.doc) that I would like to
tain what exactly will improve student life. one day discuss in this column. Since I've
Acknowledging this, we brainstormed over already gone on long enough in this column,
last weekend and presented this preliminary I'll save this for later and just let you peruse
list on Tuesday morning. It is our hope that Orwell's essay at your leisure. Instead, I'll
the administration will act ----"---------"-- close offwith a fairly well
on these suggestions and "This letter is an indica- known (to be truthful, al
start sending the student most cliched) quote of
body goodnews instead of tion that ... ASCIT [is] Robert Kennedy's. My vi-
warning letters. sion and goal for this year

There are a few things as ASCIT President is to
about the list I'd like to resolved to make progress keep this quote in mind at
emphasize. First, it is pre- all times, to try and en
liminary. This is not in- with the administration." courage innovative solu
tended to be the last such tions to the problems we
letter. In our brainstorming, we talked to some face and to inspire us to really live up to our
house members, but by and large, these were promise of improving student life here. I hope
recommendations we came up with on the that it can inspire all of you too to help in
spot. We were a group of only eleven stu- whatever faculty you can.
dents; there are over 900 of us in total. I am "There are those who look at things the way
confident that many of you have insightful they are, and ask why... I dream of things
and clever suggestions for improving cam- that never were, and ask why not?"
pus life, and I would love to hear them. That -Robert Francis Kennedy
way, we can keep the administration informed
about what we want done.

Second, keep in mind that this letter lists
only actions of the administration. Dealing
with the faculty isa different matter entirely,
one that the ARC specializes in. We hope to
make strides in improving quality oflife there
too, and if you have suggestions related to
academics, please talk to your ARC rep or
the new ARC Chair Kathryn Hsu. You can
also start to get your voice heard on these
matters by posting your comments on aca
demic matters on the Student-Faculty Con
ference newsgroups on donut. caltech.edu.
The information in those newsgroups will be
read by the committees preparing for the con
ference and will help them shape their find
ings and recommendations.

Third, we felt that this letter was an impor
tant gesture in the dialogue between the stu
dents and the administration. I am commit
ted to finding ways to engage and compro
mise with the administration to get things
done. Over the weekend that the letter was
being drafted, the tone on campus was get
ting confrontational and angry. We did not
feel that this was a productive way to start
our terms, and decided to make the first move
to repairing the trust. This letter is an indica
tion that the mc and ASCIT are resolved to
make progress with the administration. De-

past we, and I
all of you will our lead, are
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The Literature Faculty is pleased to an
nounce the 57thAnnual McKinney Com
petition. The Mary A. Earl McKinney
Prize is awarded each year for excellence
in writing. Only full-time students offi
cially registered at Caltech as undergradu
ates are eligible to enter the competition.
This year, prizes will be given in three cat
egories: poetry, prose fiction and nonfic
tion essays. All submissions must be typed
and double-spaced. Include your address
and phone number. In the poetry category,
entrants may submit up to three poems.
Submissions ofprose fiction should not ex
ceed 12,000 words. Essays may be ones
prepared for a humanities class or any good
piece oforiginal writing on a topic relevant
to the humanities. The prize in each cat
egory will be $300. Each student is entitled
to only one entry in each category. Con
testants should submit their work to Pro
fessor Jenijoy La Belle, Division of the Hu
manities and Social Sciences, 101-40, by
no later than March 6, 2003. No entries
will be returned. Each category will be
judged by a committee from the Literature
Faculty. Essays will be judged on the qual
ity of thought and the effectiveness of the
writing. Winners will be announced in May
and the names of the winners will appear
in the commencement program. The Com
mittee may divide the award in each cat
egory in case of more than one outstand
ing submission. Previous winners in any
one category are not eligible for the com
petition in that category. If you have any
questions, contact Prof. La Belle, x3605
or Barbara Estrada, x3609.

BeUydance Workshop at Caltech! Learn
Basic Bellydance Technique with Leela,
one of Los Angeles' most popular
Bellydance PerformerlInstructors. Experi
ence the Exotic Rhythms and Sensuous
Moves that make Bellydance so Exciting
and Mysterious: it's great for your body, it
enhances your creativity and it's FlJN!
Saturday, March 8th; 2:30 - 4 p.m.; Braun
Multipurpose Room FREE for Students
Sponsored by Caltech Dance Troupe
Caltech contact: Liz Jones
liz,jones@caltech.edu.

to the Caltech community. Space is lim
ited and reservations are required. For
more information or to RSVP, please email
cmesa@studaffcaltech.edu or call exten
sion 6207. In 1957, Terrence Roberts and
several ofhis high school classmates--"the
Little Rock Nine"--were prevented by the
National Guard from integrating Central
High School in Little Rock, Arkansas, as
the Civil Rights movement began to make
its presence known in America. The topic
of his talk will be "Lessons from Little
Rock: An EducationalAgenda for the 21st
Century."

Library Classes. The following sessions
are approximately one hour of formal in
struction in the Sherman Fairchild Library
MUltimedia Conference Room (Room
328). Walk-ins are welcome, but pre-reg
istration is preferred.
Tuesday, February 25, 12 PM: "Crystal
lographic Databases"
Thursday, March 6, 2 PM: "Endnote for
Absolute Beginners"
You may register for these and other up

coming classes at library.caltech.edul
learning. For further information, please
contact Kathleen McGregor at x6713 or
kathleen@library.caltech.edu.

The Literature Faculty is pleased to an
nounce the Annual Hallett Smith Com
petition honoring the finest essay devoted
to Shakespeare. Only full-time, officially
registered undergraduates are eligible to
enter the competition. All submissions
must be typed and double-spaced and
should not exceed 4,000 words. The es
say may be one prepared for a humanities
class or may be specifically written for this
competition. No student can submit more
than one essay. All contestants must sub
mit two hard copies of their work to Pro
fessor Jenijoy La Belle, Division of the
Humanities and Social Sciences, 101-40,
no later than April 17, 2003. This year's
prize will be approximately $300, though
the judging committee may divide the
award in case of more than one outstand
ing submission. For more information,
contact Prof. La Belle, extension 3605, or
Barbara Estrada, extension 3609
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An amendments directory has been cre
ated on Donut to archive bylaw and reso
lution amendments. Joe is working on
getting a fully updated version of all
ASCIT documents before he leaves of
fice.

Tom Mannion has agreed to donate
breakfast for 100 on the day of the Stu
dent-Faculty Conference to encourage
students to attend.

Meeting adjourned at 11 :22 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Joe Jewell
ASCIT Secretary
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YNews
Upcoming Events:
- ON-CAMPUS TUTORING (2/25, 21

27, Winnett 4-6 pm): Stop by Winnett
and tutor a local middle or high school
student. No experience necessary, drop
by as your schedule allows. (Contact y
veep@ugcs if you'd like to join the tutor
mailing list.)

- CHANCELLOR PLACE (3/1, 2-5
pm): Visit a retirement home on Del Mar.
Play games and talk to the residents, or
bring an instrument and play for them.
(Contact Joy atjoyjoy@its.caltech.edu)

Factoid:
Did you know February is Black His

tory Month? There will be cobbler and
jazz at the Center for Student Services on
Tuesday, Feb. 25 at 7 pm. The winning
submissions will be read from the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Writing Contest.

Y Not Join Us?
Come to an ExComm meeting! All

meetings are open to students, staff, and
faculty - every Monday at noon in the
Caltech Y.

The Y (x6163) is located on the first
floor of the Student Services Building,
south of the Holliston parking structure.
Ifyou are interested in a Y activity or have
questions about the Y, please stop by, or
send an email to the Vice President (y
veep@ugcs).

In honor of Black History Month, Dr.
Terrence Roberts will speak at a lun
cheon on February 28,2003 from 12:00
1:00 at the Athenaeum. The lunch is open

Multiple fundraising options
available. No carwashes. No
raffles. Just success! Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get
with the programs that work!

Big T might ameliorate that. $700 is later
approved (5-0-1, Neda abstains).

Harris requests $1525 for a new
Compaq laptop for the Board of Control.
The current BoC laptop was bought used
and crashes all the time. A new computer
with a CD burner also allows for better
archiving. The purchase is later approved
(6-0).

Marcus mentions the senior class gift.
They are requesting approximately $1000
in ASCIT funds to subsidize their gift. A
similar request from last year's senior
class was turned down, but the issue is
tabled for now.

Neda has researched possible music
groups for a concert in the Ricketts
Fleming courtyard. This looks to be one
of the most expensive options. She is
waiting to get an e-mail back from the
concert booking company.

Joe suggests that we take Isaac See, our
diligent and faithful Election Chair, out
to a meal at the Ath to thank him for run
ning many elections this year. Ted, Kim,
and the rest of the BoD agree that this is
an excellent idea. We will use money that
we have saved in the budget by not hav
ing food at BoD meetings.

Jeremy requests Ruddock's $200 in
Interhouse funding, in addition to $200
in multi-house event funding, for the Rud
dock interhouse party: "Roman Coli
seum." They've got some impressive
multi-story construction, and apparently
the Physical Plant safety inspector was so
pleased that he's "gonna show up" to the
party. Approved (5-0).

An alum has donated $3000 to Ricketts
to cover a large portion of their expenses
for security guards at Apache, obviating
the need for ASCIT funds. Ted wonders
if we should draft a letter of support or
comment on the recent fire issue. Joe feels
that since it's a house issue, we should
leave it alone and let the IHC deal with it,
as possible use of ASCIT money is no
longer in the picture. Tom and Marcus
agree.

There is one new house president this
week: Mike Lammers of Page House.

london $321

Paris $363

Amsterdam $376

Rome $425

Fine Hand Woven Jewelry
Jewelry Repa;... and Special Orde...

YamiHy (£mi![y) 13autista-Navarrq
Designer

and NOT
just online

prc)Ce,ssil~g ;and research on gam:ua
sources data UDl:aIrleU
BATSE experiment the
NASA Compton Gamma-Ray
Observatory between 1991 and
2000. Employment would be full
time (40 hours/week) duting the
summet and part-time duting the
school year under the Caltech
Work-Study program. Salary will be
between $14 and $20/hour
depending on the experience of the
student. If you are interested in
applying for the position, please call
Dr.James Ling at (818) 354-2819.

Fare is roundtrip from Los Angeles. Subject to change and availability. Tax not
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. cst# 1017560-40

1SNorth Mentor Avenue
Pasadena. California 91106

(626) 577-2077

ASCIT Minutes
February 20, 2002
Present:

BoD: Ted, Vikram, Joe, Kim, Marcus,
Basit, Neda, Andrea. Absent: Jialan.

Guests: Tom Fletcher, Anna
Sczaniecka, Joanna Cohen, Jeremy Pitts,
Kathryn Hsu, Corinna Zygourakis, Har
ris Nover, Spencer Rarrick (Jamroom
Manager).

Meeting called to order at 10:18 p.m.
General Meeting:
Ted discusses the Installation Dinner,

to be held at Margo Marshak's house on
February 28. Newly elected officers and
outgoing BoD members are invited, as
well as faculty and staff guests (so far:
Margo Marshak, Suzette Cummings, Tom
Mannion, David Baltimore and Alice
Huang).

Spencer has come to discuss possible
ways to spend surplus ASCIT budget
money from this year. Sound equipment
suitable for use at the various interhouse
parties would be an investment that could
possibly save the houses a lot of money,
since normally such equipment is rented.
A good amp, control board, and speakers
would cost approximately $10,000, he es
timates. As this would spend and perhaps
exceed the entire surplus, Ted suggests he
get hard prices for options. Joe points out
that even if we could only afford to buy
some of the equipment right now, we
would still be enable students to save
money in the house bUdgets.

Basit suggests purchasing a digital cam
era for use by the Big T staff. A high-qual
ity camera is necessary to produce the full
page pictures that are sometimes used.
Such a camera would cost approximately
$700. Neda points out that publications
in the past have lost digital cameras en
trusted to them, but the BoD feels that
making the camera available only to the
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tween two villages now often en
compass countries and continents.
Segregation or integration does not
apply now to one lunch counter or
university and gradually to others,
but to all simultaneously and im
mediately.

This Spring, the same five U.S.
Supreme Court justices who
stopped the count in December,
2000 and awarded the champion
ship to George W. Bush by a tech
nical knockout are poised to declare
affirmative action unconstitutional
in all public and private universi
ties in admissions, hiring, and per
haps even outreach. As 60 friend
of-the-court briefs already filed will
make them aware, the effect of their
action will be to almost totally
regate all elite univel'sitiies,
ate, and prc1tes,sional MAj"'}J.~,

cations are due on March 3), was
the appeal of many opportunities
for research. Finally it was also of
ten said that students found it very
appealing to live under an honor
code which allowed them to exer
cise their good judgment, to feel
that they were trusted. Could all
these reasons have been fallacious?
Is it possible that one comes to
Caltech with the idea that federal
and state laws, city ordinances, In
stitute policies and housing rules are
not applicable where students are
present? That the only laws that
apply to the undergraduates are the
laws of physics? I have to admit
that's news to me and I think to a
lot of other people as well.

While it is important for the stu
dents to be in an environment where
they can begin to develop indepen
dent lives, that certainly does not
mean that there should be license
to behave in ways which could be
harmful to themselves, to their fel
low students and to the Institute,
never mind the burghers among
whom we live. In fact the Honor
Code as implemented at Tech
would clearly preclude many of the
practices which seem to have
caused trouble. It is taking advan
tage of others to place them in the
way of danger. To cite only one
practice, fires are dandy but in the
proper environment and conditions.
Customs which might have been
allowable at one time are not nec
essarily applicable today. Young
adults today were just born too late
and live in the wrong places for
open fires and many other things
besides to be tolerated lawful prac
tices.

Now it is certainly very
Caltechian to believe in the su
premacy of physics. Even as a bi
ologist I will be quite happy to ad"
mit that if one digs deep enough,
one eventually gets to the level of
physics. It may be a bit awkward to
deal with how the brain works when
taking such a microscopic view, but
that's right, eventually brain func-

Continued on Page 6, Column 4

or hlstorlCaill)
ones. Harvard MIT

come to resemble Caltech in a way
nrF'fF'r1l1ot to. In one

of the most bitter ironies in the
of discrimination

America, the "Bush Five" will take
this action in the name of
colorblindness.

As this affirmative action ex
ample shows, and as our imminent
preemptive war on Iraq underlines,
the 21st century is not likely to be
more pacific than the wretched
20th, and ethnic issues may be at
its center. It might be worthwhile
to start to try to understand some
of them.

By JEAN-PAUL REVEL

IThe Living and Dead':
Use of Common Sense
These last few months have been

more contentious than usual on this
campus, with many students chaf
ing at what they see as attacks on
their freedom, their self gover
nance, the quality of their lives in
general. Some even say that there
are threats to the very things that
made them decide to come to CIT
instead of, well, you know, else
where. I, and I believe many others
in what is called the administration
(and in the faculty too) have been a
bit surprised at that perspective and
I for one, sure hope that the view
expressed for example by Sam
Thomsen in The California Tech of
2/17/03 is somewhat idiosyncratic.

The last time I looked into it, the
reasons for coming to Caltech were
rather different, having to do with
"the" ratio (students to faculty, not
gender or ethnic, however hard we
try), with a tuition rate lower than
at other prestigious colleges, with
financial aid where needed, with the
chance to work and live next to
people as smart as you are, and the
opportunity to interact with a dis
tinguished faculty in the sciences
and the humanities too. Not less
important (remember SURF appli-

politics and eccmomil~s

discrimination in recent Anlenlca,
and even an in-depth examination of
Apartheid in 20th century South Af
rica. Associated readings will cover
all these topics, with a special em
phasis on the history, politics, and
sociology ofethnic groups in South
ern California.

Worldwide modernization has not
ended group conflicts or identities
as much as it has expanded their
scope. Fights that used to be be-

sociology or social psychology.
Students arrive at a course with
widely varying levels ofknowledge
and interests, and the instructor
must often provide a good deal of
essentially introductory-level mate
rial.

For all of these reasons, HISS 154
has been organized completely dif
ferently every time it has been
taught. Although my initial hope
was that it would be a cumulative,
two-quarter sequence, patterned on
my rather successful Supreme
Court course, and that it would
move either from social scientific
generalizations to historical speci
ficities, or vice versa, Caltech stu
dents have just not had enough time
or free units to make that possible.
I have therefore decided to make a
virtue ofnecessity and to exploit the
range and excellence of the litera
ture by making the "a" and "b"
quarters independent, instead of
making one a prerequisite for the
other, and by sampling from differ
ent parts of the literature each term.
What I have brought over from the
Supreme Court class is the assign
ment of oral (as well as written) re
ports by each student on books as
sociated with, but in addition to, the
common reading. As a conse
quence, students take perhaps more
responsibility than in typical
courses for organizing their own
learning, and all of us are at least
inclirectl:v eJcpolseclto a considerable

does one
how much so-

economics, how
much

social psychology? There are also
problems specific to Caltech. While
at other colleges, many students
enter ethnic studies courses expect
ing to discover cardboard heroes
and villains, and to express their
feelings, as much as to discover
new facts, such expectations are
muted at Caltech. Here, the diffi
culty is that students have almost
no background at the college level
in history, empiric-al economics or
political science, or in any kind of

groups have helped to shape .and
change their places in society. The
realization that ethnic relations are
never wholly top-down impositions
has contributed further to the bur
geoning of scholarship.

A third trend has perhaps had an
even deeper effect on the study of
ethnic relations. Despite the end of
legalized segregation and disfran
chisement, the passage of civil
rights laws, and a marked decline
in whites' beliefs in the genetic in
feriority of other peoples and the
morality of discriminating against
them, many African-Americans,
somewhat smaller proportions of
Latinos, and even some Asian
Americans still suffer from dis
crimination and poverty. Yet politi
cal "conservatives" represent such
problems as minin1al, attribute them
to individuals' inadequacies, and
declare that America is now a col
orblind society. Can colorblindness
and racial discrimination coexist?

On a trans-national level, global
ized culture and communication
and increasing international travel
have homogenized large parts of the
elites in many countries, but ethnic
rivalries and ethnocentrism have
reemerged or been heightened, es
pecially in formerly Communist
countries. Is ethnicity more or less
important than it used to be, or is it
perhaps both, even in the same
place?

These trends make it difficult to
or~sanize courses in ethnic relations

uniiversity. Does one

tnerica, World ot Color lind
Despite Politicians' Trivialization

Continuedfrom Page 3, Column 5

public alike how inadequate the
simple dichotomy has always been
to explain the conflict-laden inter
mingling ofAmericans.

Then, too, scholars have increas
ingly emphasized that members of
subordinated groups have not been
helpless. No longer is it thought
sufficient to study merely what
whites did to blacks, or Native
Americans, or Chinese, or Mexi
cans. Through rebellion, resistance,
and mostly, through less heroic hu
man interactions, subordinated

the house, realize it holds innocent
'ndividuals at fault and also sets a
Jangerous precedent. Administra
tors will now begin to hold houses
financially liable for a host of rea
sons, and they have strategically
used this act to set the stage for fu
ture monetary sanctions. But more
importantly, the letter addressed to
Ricketts threatened to disband the
house. As a private institution,
Caltech reserves the legal right to
arbitrarily disband any House on
campus. Regardless, the mere threat
ofdisbandment undefllllines the stu
dent government that has evolved
over several decades, and actually
disbanding a House would disad
vantage the other six houses, as well
as

As stuclent:s,
set the future rarnificatiOJIlS
the administration's course of ac
tion. FurthemllOl'e

Sincerely,
Juan Rodriguez '03
Former Ricketts House President

llIlH~"U, we administra
tion to make a statement in which
they "promise to ... demonstrate
more faith in the judicial bodies on
campus" and also "desist future
threats to disband any of the
houses." I certainly hope they will
show us that as undergraduates, our
opinions and presence on campus
are valued.

Libin Zhang '05

Ricketts Pres. Apologizes

Letters: Ricketts Pres.,
More Racial Slurs: 'Fob'

cOlnnmnity for our
dis

cussed the of actions
and their possible consequences.
FurthernIlOI'e, we are willing to com-

with any measures taken to nul
advantages we may have gained

from this act, and observe the pre
cautions deemed necessary to pro
tect the community as a whole.

However, I wish to note that the
administrative response is an injus
tice to the entire undergraduate
body. Even if you believe Ricketts
was justly punished with a 96-hour
security watch at a cost of$5000 to

Dear CreatorS of the Crippling
Depression,

'Racist' Also a Target

I would like to address your car
toon last week, known as the Crip
pling Depression. First off, you do
not have a poetic license to use the
word 'fob,' an acronym for 'fresh
off the boat,' commonly applied to
recent Chinese immigrants. What I
think you don't realize, Mr. Car
toonists, is that although for you it
might just be something you hear
in a song or from a movie, it is a
word charged with hundreds of
years of racism and violence. It's a
word I can't hear or read without a
shiver in my spine and a feeling of
emotional pain.

Of course I understand what you
were trying to accomplish; I'm as
suming you were trying to write the
most offensive cartoon against
Asian-Americans. However, I re
ally do believe that, particularly in
our firmly yet subtly racist society,
there is such a thing as going too
far for a laugh. Call it satire, call it
a joke, call it a tasteless attempt at
wit, your cartoon was not justifica
tion enough for using such a
charged word, and referring the way
you did to Asian-American culture
and TAs in particular.

I'm simply amazed by the Tech
for publishing such a disgusting
cartoon. Any shred of journalistic
integrity that was left vanished the
moment that cartoon was approved.
That the editors could approve of
such a thing just blows my mind.

Last week, I heard someone use
the word 'fob' in a passing conver
sation, and I also read an article on
the Internet using that word. With
out the cartoon, these incidents
would never have happened. I don't
care how funny someone might
think they are, I will not allow an
atmosphere atTech in which some
one thinks that it's O.K. to call me
a fob.

I write to you on behalf of
Ricketts House andthe undergradu
ate community at large in objection
to the actions taken in response to
the open fire in Ricketts courtyard
on February 8, 2003. First, I want
to make it clear that this letter will
not attempt to excuse or justify the
actions ofthe House or its individu
als. Everyone present at the event
understood that open fires on cam
pus are against the Institute's cur
rent fire policy and also violate the
Pasadena Fire Department's most
recent interpretation of the Uniform
Fire Code. In addition to the unau
thorized fire in the courtyard, the
two northern doors of the House
were secured from within. Although

the doors closed does not di
violate Institute it was

Dear editors,



Physics and Psychology
Continuedfrom Page 5, Column 5

tion can be reduced to the pattern dead? Physics was at work too last
of distribution of charges and inter- Friday at that concert in Warwick,
actions between various molecules, Rhode Island. Fireworks went off,
physical chemistry, if not the realm people panicked, again got stuck
of neutrinos and quarks. trying to use the doors. The physi-

Rut Physics, just like Justice cally correct result was a l()t of dead
ought to be, is blind. It just is, pretty and physically injured people.
much immutable and unthinking, it The smart thing to do is not to put
protects no one. Only if we recog- physics to the test. It takes so little
nize the facts "imposed" by phys- to go over the edge, a few drops of
ics, can we stay on the safe side of water on a greasy pavement, one
things, in the world of the living. slip, one loose piece of ice en
And there needs to be ample room crusted insulation, all can cause
for error, lest one get too close to deadly accidents by physically ab
the cutting edge that separates the solutely correct principles. The idea
live from the dead. The physics of behind policies, ordinances, laws
doors are pretty straightforward. edicts and other seemingly coercive
Most tum on hinges, and are kept statements is to prevent one from
closed by some sort of device. If getting in the way of these umor
one needs the doors to open, the giving physical principles. There
proper key has to be used to release is plenty of room for fun away from
the lock, the handle pressed to slide the edge of the roof. It seems to me
back the latch. Doors don't work that brawn is not of the essence,
when you place a rope across the brains are. Remember, I bet that's
doorway, dump something in front really why you came to Caltech, to
of them, that's physics, plain every- learn to use your brains even better
day, not very sophisticated physics. than you knew before.
Even in such simple cases one must A bientot
be careful lest one interferes with
the desired physical behavior. You
are all aware, I am sure of the ter
rible accident at the Epitome Club
in Chicago last week. Pepper spray
was apparently used to stop a fight,
but it caused a panic. That's physi
ology, I mean deep down some
where, physics. The panic caused a
rush of people trying to escape and
when physics i.e. bundles of stuff
or too many people trying to get out
all at once prevented the doors from
opening or opening wide enough,
people got trampled, squeezed to
death by the press of the terrified
crowd. Who wants to be physi,cally
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By JENNY IOFINOVA and
ARTHI SRINIVASAN

Having been unable to come to was very believable as Olivia. Her
an actual show by the deadline for natural grace that Marneus had al
the article, I staggered into Ramo luded to in the interview before the
Auditorium Thursday night expect- rehearsal have carned her through
ing to write a cautious review just the role, and she was as graceful in
in case the rehearsal was a poor in- her pursuit of CesarioNiola as she
dication of opening night. The re- was in dealing with her drunken
hearsal, however, was so smooth, uncle Sir Toby Belch (Doug Smith).
and the actors so focused, that at The comic relief was clearly hav
times I forgot that I was the only ing a lot of fun with their roles.
person in the audience, despite the Those who only know Noah
fact that some of the actors ap- Robinson as the head Ch I TA this
peared in baggy jeans, and top year will be surprised to see him
coats. gallop around on stage as Andrew

The opening scene was very ef- Aguecheek and seeming to enjoy
fective. The Duke (Frederick Fa- himself tremendously as he and
rina) has great stage presence and Malvolio (Steve Collins) are ma
delivered the first line beautifully, nipulated by Sir Toby, Maria (Lisa
immediately creating the reality of MacWilliams-Brooks '03), and
the play. Director Marneus made Fabian (Nicholas Rupprecht '05),
the unusual decision to have some who show us that often the servants
actors, including the Duke before far outsmart their masters.
the opening, be located in the front The play is held together by Feste
row, and it has worked very well. the fool (Karen Kahler). Not only
In one scene, Sir Andrew does Feste bridge together many of
Aguecheek (Noah Robinson) and the subplots, but she also bridges
Fabian (Nicholas Rupprecht '05) together the dialogue, music, and
actually hustled from the stage into dancing of the play, doing the vast
the front row to avoid being seen majority of the singing, and play
by Malvolio (Steve Collins). ing the deer during the major dance

In general, the actors did a fan- scene ofthe play, the deer hunt. And
tastic job. Sadava, in her first she is fantastic. The deer is just cool,
ASCIT role, pulled off a solid per- and the singing integrates well into
formance despite a very challeng- the plot.
ing role. She conveyed Viola's dis- The actors are supported by a
comfort derived from being too solid crew and a beautifully done
believable as a boy to the point of stage. The props are very realistic
being the object of Olivia's affec- and also very beautiful. Overall, a
tion, and looked very uncomfort- great job and a wonderful play. The
able in her dressy court uniform. It actors are amazing, the director is
seemed, however, that the actor was creative, and the music is well-cho
no more confident in those clothes sen. I know that three hours is a
than the character was, and the re- large chunk of time to lose on non
lief when all is revealed in the end academics on a Saturday night, and
and Viola puts on a dress seemed the $5 student ticket price is hard
deeper than just that of the charac- for the average Caltech student bud
ter. get to absorb, but it's worth it. Go

Likewise, Lavanya Vasudevan see Twelfth Night.

Twelfth ight Review,
umor: lIt's orth It'
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Courtesy of Jonathan Chang

that makes for a good single - fast,
upbeat, easy to sing to, and full of
hooks. And it's a good way to cap
off a compilation album.

So like most good mixtapes, this
album is chock full of great songs
that you probably wouldn't have
otherwise heard. However, it draws
such an eclectic mix of songs that
there'll undoubtedly be a few that
you find yourself skipping over.
Nonetheless, the songs that you
don't skip over will probably make
this a dear and worthwhile pur
chase.

BAMBOO TEA HOUSE
tea as a way of life

Come experience teas
from all over the world!
700 E. Colorado Blvd.

Spacious cul-de-sac house
wi 2bdr/2ba +office

2 car garage, hardwood floor,
newly remodeled in+out,

wi central alc for $2300/mo.
call (626) 335-2816

FRENCH COUNTRY
HOUSE

in August 2003.
Sleeps 7 + sofa.

Fireplace, washil?-g machine,
and telephone,

on an orchard Charent.
Be~autltl111 VieW.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Authorized Agent

Blue Shield
ol'Calilomia

A 12047-SMPA

If you are in-between jobs, have just gotten married, had a child, or

experienced another significant life change, make sure you have the health

coverage that fits the new you.With Blue Shield of California's Deductible

PPO Plans you can choose from among four annual deductible levels, so

you're certain to find a plan that meets you needs and budget. Call today

to compare coverage and see how affordable a Blue Shield

Deductible PPO Plan can be: (626) 792-4219
Polenzani Benefits
3452 E. Foothill RI., #514
Pasadena, CA 91107
6261792·4219
e-mail·tom@polenz<lnibenefits.com

® Registe~€d mark of the Blue Shield ASSociation~ an association of independent Blue Shield plans
Deduct1ble PPO Plans are not available to mdlvlduals 65 or older

Your Ufe. Your Shield."
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Indie Mag. Chickfactor's Mix
Reviewed by High Fidelity

StaffReviewer Looks at All's Fair in Love and Chickfactor
By JONATHAN CHANG like Italian screen logic, something

you can't find."
Album: all's fair in love and The album gets more eclectic

chickfactor/cf mixtape 1 from there. There's April March's
Artist: Various Artists "Mon Ange Gardien," which you
Label: Chickfactor/Enchante probably won't like, unless of

Records course, you're in to French
Chickfactor? Why, it's one of bubblegum pop. And then there's

those niche indie magazines, where the Clientele's "Rain," which harks
music geeks can relish in their indie back to the days of classic rock, a
snobbery. Or as they put it: "the la the Byrds, or the Go-Betweens.
international bible of French new Toward the end of the album,
wave, fluffy bossa nova, there's another simple song, "Hur
anglophilic baroque pop, and other ricane," consisting of barely more
junk." But what would a grand than two chords. It's by Hercules
music 'zine be without a mixtape? featuring the Fan Modine and it's
To remedy this ten year lapse, the one of those songs whose simplic
folks over at Chickfactor have put ity makes it all the more charming.
out a mixtape, entitled "all's fair in If you've listened to the Fan
love and chickfactorl cfmixtape 1." Modine before, then you'll instantly

As you can probably deduce from recognize the beautiful layering of
the way they've described them- violins and synths that back the
selves, Chickfactor is really focused main vocal and acoustic guitar line.
on twee pop, indie pop, and related And then there's "Mediterranean"
subgenres. Everyone from Geor- by True LoveAlways, a band which
gia from Yo La Tengo to Sleater- lists the Onion as their favorite Web
Kinney to Liz Phair to Cibo Matto site. The song is definitely more
have graced the pages of alt-jangle-pop and less Belle and
Chickfactor, so one would expect Sebastian than most of their more
only good things on this mixtape. recent songs. It's the kind of song
But let's see how well the mixtape C B
holds up against the tried and true ,.--------- ALTECH IN LOOM ------....-.,
rules ofmaking a good compilation
tape...

"You gotta kick off with a killer,
to hold the attention":

This album kicks off with songs
from Pipas, Dump, and the Would
Be-Goods. They're not necessar
ily great attention-getters, but
they're good pop songs and effec
tively set the timbre for much of the
rest of the album.

"Then you have to take it up a
notch...":

The album does this trick per
fectly. As good as the first few
tracks are, they're succeeded by
tracks from the Magnetic Fields, the
Pacific Ocean, and Low. The Mag
netic Fields' contribution to this
compilation (a rarity available oth
erwise only on a 7" single), "I Don't
Believe You," just proves that these
bands deserve their place in the
canon of indie pop.

"Maybe cool if off a notch...":
The album then slows down to a

more modest pace. The next track
is a little minimalist gem from Sh
annon Wright called "I Started a
Joke". The sparse acoustic guitars
are a perfect complement for her
rather unique voice. The song af
ter that is quite possibly the best
song I've heard in a while. It's a
simple bossa nova ditty by The Leg
endary Jim Ruiz called "Ariel."
The lyrics themselves confess that
the song only has five chords, but
the song is a lot of fun and it's full
of great lines like "I always be
lieved that love at first sight was
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Also important to the production
are the sound and light crew, who
have been hard at work for the past
week, attending rehearsals that eas
ily ran until midnight and prepar
ing for the performance. Their jobs
are further complicated by the fact
that there is no overall stage man
ager who supervises them. "Wejust
kind of run [lights and sounds] on
our own," said crew member
Jonathan Toomey '03.

The cast and crew all praised the
work of Ms. Mameus, commend
ing her knowledge ofShakespeare.
Dr. LaBelle said, "it was interest
ing teaching the [Shakespeare] class
with Shirley because I paid atten~

tion to things I hadn't paid atten
tion to before; Shirley makes me
realize you have to pay attention to
the characters who are in a scene
but speak no lines."

Likewise, the cast, crew and di
rector were univocal in expecting
nothing but full confidence for
opening Watching the re
hearsal, one could do nothing but
agree with them and wish them to
"break a leg."

faculty are far more likely to take
these concerns seriously when they
are voiced in no uncertain terms by
a sizeable portion of the student
body. ASCIT hopes to obtain feed
back on various issues from stu
dents through postings on the
newsgroups that have been specifi
cally set up on the
donut.caltech.edu Web site for the
conference. Members of the faculty
will periodically visit these
newsgroups to collect feedback
from students as well as attempt to
understand their fundamental con
cerns. These inputs will determine
the agenda of the conference as well
as the focus areas of each commit
tee.

According to Khan, "the confer
ence will be an exercise in futility
without the active participation of
students. It is important that the stu
dent body is able to articulate its
concerns forcefully and clearly to
allow the faculty and administration
to begin to understand and address
their problems. The participation of
seniors will also be a major factor
in the success of the conference.
While graduating seniors are justi
fied in thinking that they have little
to gain from this exercise, faculty
and the administration will inevita
bly rely heavily on their experiences
to help make Caltech a better place,
academically and otherwise for fu
ture classes."

On a more sobering note, Khan
added that "one cannot expect
things to change overnight, but this
is certainly a step in the right direc
tion." In light ofthe admittedly poor
showing at last year's edition, it re
mains to be seen how successful the
conference will be in achieving its
stated goals.

Iverse

acteristics they bring with them.
"[Sadava] has a spontaneity and

freshness characteristic of Viola"
and "Lavania [Vasudevan] is ex
quisite, she has a charming person
ality, very feminine, which is per
fect, ofcourse, for Olivia," reflected
a pleased-looking Ms. Marneus,
while the actors were preparing to
start the final dress rehearsal.

She also commented on the
strength of the supporting cast.
"[Noah Robinson] is very tall,
rather angelic in appearance, which
I think works very well for Andrew
[Aguecheek]" and "[Smith] never
had a part this size, but he has an
enormous laugh, among other
things, which makes him perfect for
Sir Toby," she observed.

Aside from comic dialogue and
plot twists, Twelfth Night boasts an
amazing set that manages to com
bine a palace, a palace garden, a city
street and a dark beach on the same
stage. The play also showcases the
actors' skills in singing, dancing
and even swordfighting. Notably,
much of the music was composed
specifically for this production by
Robert Parker.

D. Korta/The California Tech

Dana Sadava '03 plays Viola, who, dressed as a man, earns the love
of Olivia while herself coming to love Orsino.

that course evaluations are not de
signed to provide."

The Humanities and Social Sci
ences committee will be co-chaired
by Dr. Ensminger who is "inter
ested in learning from students what
theyperccive to be the strengths and
weaknesses in the HSS curriculum
and programs." Given the small
number of faculty "trying to cover
a very broad terrain in both humani
ties and social sciences," she be
lieves that "it is important that we
mobilize our resources as effi
ciently as possible to offer a first
class program to our growing body
of majors and also to the general
student body at Caltech who will
not major in social science or the
humanities, but who deserve to
have a very high quality experience
in this division."

To this end, the HSS chair plans
to have had lunch with each of the
40 majors in the division to discuss
the merits and demerits of the pro
gram before the conference is held.
It is hoped that this interaction will
help build a stronger program in the
humanities and social sciences. In
tegral to the success of the confer
ence will be the active participation
of students and faculty alike. In an
e-mail to the undergraduate student
body, ARC Chair Basit Khan '03
urged students to participate in the
conference by contributing to dis
cussions on the issues that will be
taken up at the conference. Accord
ing to Khan, "it is inevitable at a
school such as Caltech that most
students have wide-ranging aca
demic concerns and complaints.
The only way these can be dealt
with is if students are proactive in
voicing their concerns."

For her part, Hsu pointed out that

ostutnes,
Last

avish
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tion has been translated from the
Elizabethan era to the Victorian
Regency Period. Mameus looked to
setting in her choice of the Victo
rian period, noting the lavish cos
tumes and decorations of the 1830s.

Performing a Shakespeare play
presents the director and actors with
certain unique difficulties. The lan
guage can make the play difficult
to understand and perform. Still,
both the actors and the directors
agree that each time they spoke the
lines out loud and acted out the
scenes, the meanings became
clearer. Vasudevan remarked that
"the more you say [the lines] and
are in the scenes acting them out,"
the better you understand the lines.
Otherwise, she added, "it's just like
another language."

Humanities Professor Jenijoy La
Belle, who co-teaches the
Shakespeare class with Ms.
Mameus, further noted that "it takes
[the actors] a long time to realize
the depth of the characters, but they
do the more and more they get ac
quainted to the language, the
rhythm."

In Twelfth Night, TACIT brings
together a diverse group of actors.
While some of the cast and crew
have done several productions, oth
ers are working on their first pro
duction. But according to the direc
tor, they have come together over
the course of six weeks and have
begun working together as a com
pany.

Sadava, reflecting on how far the
cast has come since the first re
hearsals, observed that "it definitely
helps a lot when you spend so much
time with the cast; the better friends
we've gotten, the easier it's be
come."

Observing a rehearsal clearly
shows that each actor brings a
unique quality to the part. Ms.
Mameus noted that all of the actors
have come to fit the characters they
are playing and are suited for the
part basedon the qualities and char-

Bangladesh is that many groundwa
ter supplies are heavily contami
nated with naturally occurring ar
senic. Dr. Hering said also that her
lab group is investigating the ar
senic problem and trying to deter
mine how arsenic is released from
the rock into the groundwater. Their
theory is that when water invades
arsenic-bearing minerals, the met
als in those minerals ionize and the
arsenic is absorbed into the metal
particles. When the water is drawn
to the surface, the arsenic is drawn
up with it.

Dr. Hering concluded her talk by
explaining that we must manage
and protect our water resources and
that water conservation must play
an intrinsic part. In addition, she ar
gued that agriculture, which ac
counts for 85% ofCalifornians' wa
ter use, must be part of any conser
vation plan or the plan will be
doomed to fail.

The next Watson Lecture will be
given by Physics Professor Barry
Barish a week from Wednesday.
The topic is the LIGO project.

Shirley Superb: It may be revving up for only its third
evening performance, but the crew of Twelfth Night has
come together so well that audiences are leaping for
jenijoy.

Red Some say the war's about oil, but the truth
is elementary, dear Watson: it's all about water! Perhaps
this is what Bush and his Big Water cronies have up their
sleeves. The whole affair seems less than clean.

Uuder Fire: You don't SAy? The pot is gone and now,
from the best we can deligneate, Ricketts itself seems
next on the hit list. And Margo juan't back down on the
matter.

eas that depend on such aquifers,
water must be considered a nonre
newable resource.

After thus pointing out that usable
water is in fact not an unlimited re
source, Dr. Hering went on to dis
cuss the impact that human activi
ties have had on water supplies and
on the waterscape. She cited ex
amples such as the San Joaquin
Valley, where water withdrawal has
caused the land to sink more than
25 feet in less than 100 years. In
Texas, where comparatively more
water has been withdrawn, the land
has sunk 50 to 100 feet in many ar
eas. In Great Plains States such as
Nebraska the water depth has
dropped in some places by 50 feet
due to pumping for agricultural use.

Dr. Hering then spoke at length
about the issue of water contami
nation. In southern California, for
example, a major problem in recent
years has been the leakage of me
thyl tertiary butyl ether, a gasoline
additive, from underground storage
tanks into the water table.

Likewise, a similar problem in
southern Asia and especially in

s
o Tackle Gamut ofStudent Gripes

Continuedfrom Page 1, Column 1 organized. Participants in the delib- student co-chair on the Core Cur
mously wide range of academic is- erations leading up to the confer- riculum Committee, the committee
sues that the ARC has set out to ence have been organized into 11 expects to focus on Core lab, the
tackle. committees that comprise faculty institute's science writing require-

The Student Faculty Conference and students alike. Division-spe- ment, special sections in the fresh
began in 1980 with the stated goal cific committees will address con- man physics and mathematics
of simply getting students and fac- cerns pertaining to physics, as- courses as well as the lack of a re
ulty to talk to each other. Over the tronomy and applied physics, biol- medial section for Ch lab. It is
years, the SFC has addressed a di- ogy, mechanical, aerospace and hoped that the committee is able to
verse set of issues, ranging from civil engineering, electrical and formulate a concrete set of recom
changes in graduation requirements computer engineering and com- mendations to address most of the
to installation of phones in student puter science, chemistry and chemi- concerns that have been voiced in
rooms. Unfortunately the SFC died cal engineering, geological and this regard.
out in the late 1990s, leading to a planetary sciences, math and. ap- The Workload and Morale Com
marked decline in communication plied math and engineering and ap- mittee has set out to investigate the
between students, faculty and the plied sciences. Besides these com- impact of the core curriculum on
administration. mittees, the Workload and Morale student morale. The committee will

The SFC held in 2002 was the Committee, the Core Curriculum evaluate and attempt to improve
first in several years, but it was Committee and the Humanities and upon the existing support network
quickly realized that it had only Social Sciences Committee will for undergraduates, as well as to
begun to address some of the more address issues that concern the en- propose means to promote better
important problems that plague stu- tire student body. study habits among students.
dent life at Caltech. Further delib- Members of the faculty and ad- Dr. Jurca, who is part of the HSS
erations among members ofASCIT ministration that will serve on these and the Workload and Morale com
and the ARC led to the conclusion committees include Vice President mittees, "would like faculty to get
that most of these problems are for StudentAffairs Margo Marshak a better sense of what students ex
rooted in the academic curriculum in Workload and Student Morale, perience/endure during their time at
and workload. Any successful at- Master of Student Houses Cathy Caltech, from how much time stu
tempt at dealing with these prob- Jurca in Workload and Student Mo- dents spend on homework to how
lems must reconcile substantial dif- rale and in Humanities and Social much time they spend on extracur
ferences between various academic Sciences and Chair of Humanities ricular and other activities, to how
divisions, as well as devote substan- and Social Sciences Jean many nights a week they get fewer
tial resources towards addressing Ensminger in Humanities and So- than six hours of sleep."
specific courses; cial Sciences. Each committee com- She further stated that the com-

Over the past year, the ARC and prises a faculty co-chair, a student mittees "would like faculty to know
ASCIT have assiduously worked co-chair and up to five student and what students think of individual
towards organizing a conference faculty members. These commit- courses as they function within a
unprecedented in its scope and am- tees have been meeting periodically larger program of study that is sup
bition, which aims to stand out for to evaluate various concerns that posed to educate them broadly as
the wide spectrum of issues it has have been voiced among students well as provide them with special
set out to address. ASCIT President and will make presentations on their ized expertise. This is information
Ted Jou '03 is confident that "the findings and recommendations at ~~~"""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''''~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~~~'''''''~~~'''''''~''''''''''''''~~~~~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''=

2003 edition of the conference the conference.
should be a great step towards uni- The Core Curriculum Committee
fying the campus." will focus on academic issues that

The conference has been loosely affect students from all the options.
structured to mirror the way the According to ARC chair-elect
academic divisions at Caltech are Kathryn Hsu '04, who is also the
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struction of around 24,000 primary
and secondary schools, the instal
lation of electricity in almost all the
villages across the four provinces
of the nation and the introduction
of the "modern information age" to
Pakistan through her efforts to in
stall telephone and Internet sys
tems.

She also mentioned that she had
worked against gender discrimina
tion in Pakistan. "I made women
aware that domestic violence was
not something they had to put up
with and have been fighting to re
verse centuries of discrimination,"
she said.

As the youngest chief executive
officer in the world at the age of
35 and the first female prime min
ister in the Muslim world, Ms.
Bhutto might be considered as a
woman of rare strength and will
power. With her present warrant of
arrest in Pakistan on charges of
corruption, however, some wonder
how much of what she says is mere
propaganda against the current re
gime.

Her own party on numerous oc
casions has been charged with cor
ruption and injustice and was never
once allowed to rule for a full term.
Her father, previous head of the
party, was likewise hanged on
charges of corruption in 1979.

During the speech, she continu
ally held that democracy eqqed af
ter her regime in 1996. Many say
that is untrue, however, since it was
only in 1998 that Pervez Musharraf
ousted her rival Mian Nawaz
Sharif.

Many familiar with Pakistani
politics questioned the speaker's
accuracy, pointing to her blatant
disregard for the fact that Pakistan's
current prime minister is a demo
cratically elected leader and her re
peated insistence that Pakistan is
not striving for democracy.

One audience member, also of
Pakistani origin, admired her cour
age but criticized her command of
the facts. "We admit that she is a
woman of strength but a lot of her
motives are questioned in Paki
stan," he said. "She has quoted a
lot of incorrect facts tonight and that
disturbs me."

age girls to pursue engineering. If
the gender ratio at Caltech is not
enough of a reason to encourage
girls to pursue math and science, it
so happens to be that only 27% of
engineering students at this school
are female, which is even less than
the overall percentage of women.

When coordinating this event,
Shantz chose to focus on the
middle-school age group, because
statistics show that this is the age
at which girls begin to lose interest
in math and science. In the fourth
grade, girls are just as interested in
math and science as the boys, but
by the time they reach the eighth
grade, twice as many boys as girls
express an interest in these subject
areas

And it has been shown that the
cause of this disinterest has noth
ing to do with a lack in aptitude.
By the eighth grade, studies have
shown that girls performjust as well
as boys in math, despite their lack
of enthusiasm in the subject.

So perhaps the cause has some
thing to do with a lack of encour
agement or a need for female role
models. Although SWE surely can
not drastically increase the female
engineering population overnight,
they can strive to make a difference
in as many young girls' lives as they
can. The Introduce a Girl to Engi
neering Day activities definitely
sparked an interest in many of the
girls who attended the event. And
who knows? Maybe they even man
aged to inspire some future engi
neers who may not have otherwise
pursued the field.

By JULIE LEVESQUE
Instead of spending Valentine's 55-meter high hurdles and Elaine

Day weekend with their honeys, the Gee'04 earned a personal best of
dedicated Caltech Track and Field 7'7" in the pole vault.
team flew to Boston to battle MIT The meet finished off with a thrill
and eight other Division TIl schools ing women's 4x200-meter relay
in a stiff track meet. It was a busy with Tamara Becher '04 nearly run
weekend for the team, which flew ning down MIT's anchor and miss
out early on the morning of Friday ing by less than two tenths.
the 14th and arrived back home the Besides the meet, the team also
following Monday. enjoyed seeing many parents,

The team slid in a little bit ofprac- alumni and city sites while in Bos
tice after arriving at MIT at their ton.
indoor Johnson athletic facility. No- Luckily, the team made it out of
body went outside during practice. Boston just hours before the air
It was just too cold. The 200 meter ports were shut down for a day and
track had a great Mondo surface but a half due to a major storm.
that didn't really make up for the I
tight turns and narrow lanes. tSTRONG' BUT

The meet commenced at noon on
Saturday with the men's 3000-

meter. The entire show was sort of CORRUPT PM ~
like a.circus. Hundre~s of athle~es :
wanmng up and gettlng ready In-

side a single small room. On the
small track everyone looked as
though he were running twice as
fast. The competition, was stiff but
manageable. It was exactly the sort
of competition we were looking for:
challenging but still in the same
league, though with almost every
event filled, MIT destroyed Caltech
from the start.

J.R Heberle '05 notched a per
sonal record in the 3000-meter with
a time of 9:53, Felicia Katz '06
broke the school record in the pole
vault with a vault of 10'0", Jeremy
Leibs '06 and Chad Kessens '03
beat all of the MIT runners in the
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lunch was over, Shantz and Melissa
Soriano '03 led the girls on a tour
ofFleming House, where they were
also briefly introduced to what life
in college is all about. They were
very excited to learn about the new
freedoms they would have in col
lege: one girl exclaimed, "No cur
fews?!" They thought it was too
good to be true.

After this tour, the girls partici
pated in a hands-on engineering
project, in which each had the op
portunity to construct her very own
candle-powered boat. Participants
provided them with Naked Juice
bottles, copper wire and candles and
SWE member Beth Wildanger '05
led them through the construction
project step-by-step.

After they built the projects, the
girls had the chance to test their
boats in Millikan pond. The girls
had a great time with this and luck
ily only one boat managed to es
cape to the middle of the pond
where it could not be retrieved. The
girls were quite proud of them
selves when their boats were bal
anced correctly and managed to
float!

This was the concluding event of
the day, after which the girls
boarded the bus and returned to
school, toting their boats back with
them. It was definitely a fun day for
everyone.

SWE is beginning to focus more
and more on community outreach
events, such as this one, to encour-

place with her"1:01.13 in the 100
fly.

The third and final day saw the
swimmers continue their improve
ment. Jason Lee '05 placed 12th in
the 200 backstroke and Rebesco
made it to the championship finals
to place fourth in the 100 freestyle.
Hans Smith '05 also had an amaz
ing swim in the 200 yards butter
fly, placing seventh and beating his
trial time by over eight seconds.

Also coming up big on the
women's side was Saskya Byerly
placing 16th in the 100 freestyle
with an amazing 59.97. Lisa
Seeman making it to the consola
tion finals in 12th place for the 200
breaststroke. In the 400 freestyle
relay the team of Kruk, Grant '06,
Byerly and Wilbur beat out the La
Verne team by over seven seconds.

The conference finals were a fight
to the finish as the men's team tied
for fourth place overall with Occi
dental College and Pomona-Pitzer,
beating out Whittier. The women
placed sixth overall, also beating
out Whittier.

"ut

Courtesy of W. FaIT

Natalie Kruk '06 swims hard in her 200 bntterfly in last weekend's
SCIAC Conference Championship. She managed to place 11th among
some of Sonthern California's top swimmers.

pared with examples of each cat
egory, showing off containers of
scotch tape and Sudafed to represent
chemical engineering products and
a Game Boy and a cell phone to rep
resent electrical engineering prod

ucts. The girls Walked out of
the room making comments
like, "I want to be the elec
trical engineer; which kind
do you want to be?"

Next, the girls went on tours of
two laboratories on campus. Megan
Greenfield '04, a SWE representa
tive-at-Iarge, led the tour ofChemi
cal Engineering Professor Julie
Kornfield's chemical engineering
lab, home of liquid crystal and
medical eye research, and after
wards, the girls could not stop talk
ing about the pig's eye they had
seen!

Graduate student David Van
Gogh also gave them a tour of En
gineering Professor Richard
Murray's multi-vehicle systems lab.
He conducted a demonstration of
ground-based vehicles and showed
how they can follow each other.

After the lab tours, the girls en
joyed a catered lunch on the Court
of Mann and had the opportunity
to meet and chat with plenty of fe
male engineering students. When

In the
Spotlight

Reaches

ecord~setting Season

By KRISTIN SHANTZ

Last Thursday, a yellow school
bus arrived at the Caltech campus
and 30 eighth-grade girls from Eliot
Middle School disembarked, anx
ious to begin the full day of
fun-filled activities that
awaited them.

Last Thursday was Intro
duce a Girl to Engineering
Day 2003, the third annual national
event established to encourage girls
to explore the possibility of pursu
ing a career in this male-dominated
field. The Caltech chapter of the So
ciety of Women Engineers (SWE)
participated in this national affair
by coordinating a community out
reach event, in which they invited
a group of middle-school girls to
spend the day at Caltech to learn
firsthand that engineering is fun and
that it's not just for the boys!

The day began with an introduc
tion given by Kristin Shantz '04,
SWE treasurer and coordinator of
the event. Then Professor of Me
chanical Engineering Melany Hunt
and SWE advisor for the Caltech
chapter, gave an entertaining presen
tation on the four basic categories
ofengineering: chemical, civil, elec·
trical and mechanical. She was pre-

Courtesy of K. Sbantz

Eighth-grade girls show off a vehicle as part oCthe Society ofWomen
Engineers' "Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day."

ByTAMMYMA
The swim team just finished one assault relay records, breaking the

of the best seasons in Caltech his- old 200 freestyle and 400 medley
tory. The women finished the dual relay records, with the team ofJacki
meet season 7-6 while the gentle- Wilbur '04, Lisa Seeman '06,
men finished 8-4. "We are a nice SaskyaByerly'03andNatalieKruk
blend of quality and depth," related '06. (Beth Dorman '05 replaced
coach Clinton Dodd. The team Seeman in the free relay).
played host to teams from Illinois Day two was when the Techers'
and Washington as well as the pow- full squad came into playas the div
erhouses from Southern California. ing and the stroke were contested.
The ladies traveled up to the Bay Pelletier again finished second in
Area and competed against Mills the three-meter diving behind a na
College, winning 149-45. The high tionally ranked diver from
point for the men was a close vic- Redlands and Rebekah Eason '06
tory over conference rival Pomona- dove into seventh place, 10 points
Pitzer, 116-106. better than her prelim scores. Jacki

Last weekend was the SCIAC swam to a personal best to get into
Conference Championship held at the finals of the 100 fly and the con
Cerritos Natatorium. The three-day solation round of the 100 back. That
meet had tons of highlights, as the evening she bettered both times and
sprinters and divers took center set two more school records and
stage on the first day. Jim Rebesco ended up on the podium in third
'04 and Jacki Wilbur both made it
into the evening 50-yard sprint fi
nals. Both had outstanding races
with Jacki lowering the Caltech
school record to 25.31 and Jim
swimming the third fastest time in
Caltech's history, 21.79 (Henry
DeWitt '67 - 21.7, Mike Greene '97
- 21.61). Jacki ended up with a fifth
place finish, while Jim raced to
fourth place. Freshman diver Ben
Pelletier dove well, placing second
on the one-meter diving board.
Natlie Kruk '06 swam toa personal
best in the 500-freestyle and a 15th
place standing and came in just
three seconds off the school record.

The lady Techers continued to


